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Forbidden Regions

The purpose of this program is to process a sequence of points in a Cartesian coordinate system,
and determine, for each point, whether it lies inside or outside of a forbidden region. The program
begins by reading in the definition of the forbidden region, which is defined by a sequence of points
defining the vertices of a polygon region. For example, the figure below depicts a forbidden region
described by 7 points.
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Also shown in the figure are two points, p1, which lies within the forbidden region, and p2, which
is outside of the region. In general it is possible to decide whether a point lies within the region by
drawing a horizontal line from the point, extending to x = . The point lies within the region if its
associated line intersects with an odd number of region sides. If the line intersects with an even
number of sides (including zero), it is outside of the region. Thus the decision whether or not the point
lies within the forbidden region depends upon the number of line segments (sides) with which it
intersects.

The figure below isolates a single region side along with the point in question (xp, yp).
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The location of the intersection (xI, yI) can be determined as follows. The slope1 m, and y-axis
intercept b of the line segment are defined by:
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Knowing the slope and y-intercept, the coordinates of the intersection of the two lines are:
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Actually, this is the intersection of two infinitely long lines (not line segments). The figure below shows
two cases where the computed intersection does not actually exist. Therefore, the point (xi, yi) defined
above must be regarded only as a provisional intersection.

To determine whether the provisional intersection is a real intersection, you need to prove that the
location of the intersection (xI, yI)

(1) is located vertically between yLOW and yHIGH, the extreme y-coordinates of the line segment2, and
(2) is not located to the left of xP.

A point to the left of a horizontal side should be considered not to intersect with that side.

Finally if a point falls exactly on one of the region sides it is considered to be within the forbidden
region.

1 Line segments of infinite or zero slopes may need to be treated as special cases.
2 Note that ylow is the smaller (more negative) of ys and ye; yhigh is the larger (more positive) of ys and ye.
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Program Operation

When started, the program begins by reading in from the keyboard the list of points defining the
vertices of the forbidden region. The number of points in the region may vary. Region input terminates
when an empty line is entered. Then the program prints a table of the points that define the region.

After the region has been read in, the program reads from the keyboard a sequence of test points, and
indicates for each test point whether or not it lies within the forbidden region. Keep reading test points
until an empty line terminator is entered. A sample run is shown below.
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ENTER THE POINTS IN THE REGION.
Enter a point: 10 10
Enter a point: 15 15
Enter a point: 20 10
Enter a point: 20 40  User entries in italics
Enter a point: 15 50
Enter a point: 13 50
Enter a point: 15 30
Enter a point:  Terminate on empty input

REGION DEFINITION
(10, 10)
(15, 15)
(20, 10)
(20, 40)
(15, 50)
(13, 50)
(15, 30)

Now enter your test points

Enter a point: 11 11
ERROR: (11, 11) is inside the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 10 11
OK: (10, 11) is outside of the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 15 20
ERROR: (15, 20) is inside the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 12 31
OK: (12, 31) is outside of the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 12 12
ERROR: (12, 12) is inside the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 25 20
OK: (25, 20) is outside of the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 20 20
ERROR: (20, 20) is inside the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 10 50
OK: (10, 50) is outside of the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 14 50
ERROR: (14, 50) is inside the forbidden region.
Enter a point: 10 10
ERROR: (10, 10) is inside the forbidden region.
Enter a point:  Terminate on empty input
Press any key to continue . . .
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REQUIRED TYPE DEFINITIONS

This program must define and use two user defined data types to facilitate representation of a
region.

Defined
In

User Defined Data Types

Point.h

/* Type "Point" represents the location of a point in Cartesian
coordinates. */

struct Point
{

double x; /* -- x coordinate of a point */
double y; /* -- y coordinate of a point */

};

Region.h

const int MaxSides = 10; /* -- Maximum sides in a region */

/* Type "Region" represents a region by a list of vertex points. */

struct Region
{

unsigned numSides; /* -- Number of region sides */
Point vert[MaxSides]; /* -- List of vertices */

};

REQUIRED FUNCTIONS

Functions in Module Point.cpp
Function Prototype

bool GetPoint(Point &thePoint);

Defined in File

Purpose

Read from the keyboard a pair of real numbers (x, y) giving the location of a point.

Output Parameters

thePoint A reference to the variable where the point is to be stored.

Return Value

false

true

No point was entered. An empty line (new-line only) was entered by the user to signal that
there are no more points to enter.
The user entered a point, which is returned in the parameter “thePoint.”

Function Prototype
void ShowPoint(Point &thePoint);

Purpose

Display the point “thePoint” on the screen in Cartesian form, i.e., “(x, y).”

Input Parameters

thePoint The point to be displayed.

Function Prototype
bool Intersection(Point sideStart, Point sideEnd, Point thePoint);

Purpose

Determine whether or not the horizontal line drawn from the point “thePoint” to x =  intersects
with the line segment beginning at “sideStart,” and ending at “sideEnd.”

Input Parameters
sideStart The starting point of a region side.
sideEnd The end point of a region side.

thePoint The point for which an intersection is to be determined

Return Value

false
true

No intersection exists.
The lines intersect.
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Function Prototype
bool OnLine(Point sideStart, Point sideEnd, Point thePoint);

Purpose

Determine whether or not the the point “thePoint” lies exactly upon the line segment beginning at
“sideStart,” and ending at “sideEnd.”

Input Parameters
sideStart The starting point of a region side.
sideEnd The end point of a region side.

thePoint The point for which an intersection is to be determined

Return Value

false
true

The point does not fall exactly on the line.
The point falls exactly upon the line.

Functions in Module Region.cpp
Function Prototype

bool GetRegion(Region &theRegion);

Purpose

Read from the keyboard a list of points defining a region.

Input / Output Parameters
theRegion A reference to the variable where the region is to be stored.

Return Value

false

true

Either no Region was entered or too many sides were entered.
An empty line (new-line only) is entered by the user to signal that there is no Region to
enter.

The user entered a Region, which is returned in the parameter “theRegion.”

Function Prototype
void ShowRegion(Region &theRegion);

Purpose

Display a list of the vertices of the region “theRegion” on the screen in Cartesian form, i.e., “(x, y).”

Input Parameters

theRegion The region to be displayed.

Function Prototype
unsigned NumIntersects(Region &theRegion, Point & thePoint);

Purpose

Compute the number of sides of the region “theRegion” which intersect with the horizontal line
drawn from the point “thePoint” to x = .

Input Parameters
theRegion The address of the region region.

thePoint The address of the point.

Return Value

An integer giving the number of intersecting sides.

Function Prototype
bool OnSide(Region &theRegion, Point & thePoint);

Purpose

Determine whether or not the point falls exactly upon one of the region sides.

Input Parameters
theRegion The address of the region region.

thePoint The address of the point.

Return Value

false The point does not lie on one of the region sides.

true The point lies exactly on one of the region sides.
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REQUIRED FILES

Your program must be divided up into three separate modules. The first module contains the
main program. Type “Region” and its supporting functions are defined in the second module. The third
module defines type “Point” and its supporting functions

FILE CONTENTS

Prog1.cpp
(supplied)

The main program is defined in this file. This file is prvoded on the class web page
and must not be changed.

Region.cpp The functions GetRegion(), ShowRegion(), NumIntersects(), and OnSide() along with
any helper functions are stored in this file.

Region.h This header file defines the data type “Region,” and also supplies the function
prototypes for the functions exported from the module Region.cpp. Prog1.cpp includes
this file.

Point.cpp The functions GetPoint() , ShowPoint(), Intersection(), and OnLine() are defined in
this module.

Point.h This header file defines the data type “Point,” and also supplies the function
prototypes for the functions exported from the module Point.cpp. Both Prog1.cpp and
Region.cpp include this file.
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REQUIREMENTS

1. You must use as your main module the instructor supplied file “Prog1.cpp” without modification.

2. Your program's output must appear exactly as shown in the sample run, producing exactly the same output format.

3. Use const definitions to define symbolic constants rather than hard-coding constants into your program. For
example specify the array dimensions (size) with a symbolic constant. Then, it is easy to change the sizes of all of
the arrays. Do not use #define to name constants.

4. Use descriptive names throughout your program. Strive to make your code so readable that is self-explanatory. If
you can’t think of a meaningful name for a variable, constant, parameter, of function, then you don’t really
understand your program.

5. Use a consistent indentation scheme to help show the structure of your program.

6. Use the required capitalization convention to distinguish variables from constants. The required convention is that
constant names and function names have the first letter of each word capitalized (e.g., MaxSides), and variable
names, member names, and parameter names, have the first letter of every word except the first capitalized (e.g.,
thePoint, numSides). Thus, constants and functions always start with a capital letter, and variables and parameters
start with lower case.

7. Include a sufficient number of comments to explain your program. See your instructor’s demo programs, which
illustrates acceptable comment usage.

8. Do not use goto statements.

9. Do not use global variables. Define all variables inside function definitions.

10. No function definition may be longer than one page (60 lines).

11. Do not use redundant code. If you need the same procedure in more than one place, make it a function.

12. Keep your functions simple. If your program seems overly complex, it probably is. This means that you did not
spend enough time designing, before you started typing code. KEEP IT SIMPLE!

13. Eliminate all compiler warning messages.

14. Use C++ style input/output. Do not use C-style input-output functions (stdio) such as printf(), scanf(), getchar(),
putchar(), etc.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Hand in the following items:

1. A computer printout of the listing of your C++ source files, in the following order: Prog1.cpp, Region.h,
Region.cpp, Point.h, and Point.cpp.

2. A computer printout of test run(s) of your program showing several examples of your program’s operation. Make
sure that you include the sample run from the first page as one of your test runs.

3. Zip up the 5 source files Prog1.cpp, Region.h, Region.cpp, Point.h, and Point.cpp. Name the zip file
LASTNAME.zip, and submit it via blackboard. The files submitted must be identical to the listings
from item 1. If you make changes, then take back your submission and submit the changed version.
Make sure that your zip file includes only the requested files and no folders.

NOTE: Programs received after 12:00 noon on the due date will be considered late.


